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STATISTICS (agenda item 5 h) (l/CN.14/255 and Corr.l, £/CN.14/256)

Mr. EL TAWIL (Secretariat) said that, in its work since the

Third Conference of African Statisticians met in October 196~3j the

Statistics Division of the secretariat had had the "benefit of the

guidance of the views expressed in that Conference's Report {e/CN".14/255)«

Any additional guidance the Committee might wish to provide would be

welcome.

The function of the Division was to promote the development of .

statistical work in the region. That objective was "being pursued through

the training of statistical personnel, research work, and assistance to

governments.

The Report on Statistical Training Centres (E/CN,14/256) described

the progress which had "been made in training activities. There had been

an increase in enrollment at the centres and in the number of fellowships

awarded, Daring 1963 the Division had made arrangements for the grant

ing.of ad hoc training fellowships, most of them tenable at the Statisti

cal Institute of Cairo University,

The research functions of the Division consisted of endeavouring to

formulate and promote statistical standards adapted to African condi

tions. Work had been started on the compilation of statistics on

industry, food consumption, balance of payments? capital formation and

national accounts. Intensive studies would be carried out in the fields

of national accounts and of the Programming- of statistical development,

and work would be done on labour statistics and distribution statistics.

Assistance to governments was a continuing activity of the secret

ariat, and was being provided through regular staff members, and regional

officers. The Division kept in touch with national statistical officers

and United Nations experts. The fields covered by the regional officers

included population statistics and national and public accounts. The

Third Conference of African Statisticians had praised the work of the

regional advisers and recommended that their work be expanded to include

statistical programming and data processing.
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The Division also published and processed statistical data. Its

Statistical Newsletter had, however, suffered from lack of. staff and

funds.

It .was gratifying to. note among the members, of. delegations -attend

ing the. present session there were ten African statisticians.

' The meeting was suspended at 9.35' a.m. and was resumed'at 9.55 a.m.

Mr. DARWISH (United Arab Republic) said that any planning was

impossible without statistics. The ConaiUee ought accordingly, to do,

its utmost to ensure that ECA had sufficient funds to continue", its

valuable statistical work.

Mr. SHOLOLA (Nigeria) associated himself with the remarks of

the previous speaker. ' " '

Attention might be devoted.in future to the following points. The

African.man-in-the-street understood little or nothing about statistics

and consequently often supplied research workers and statisticians with

erroneous information^ statisticians ought therefore to endeavour to

use symbols which would be meaningful to ordinary people. Every effort

should be made to ensure that qualified statisticians were retained in

statistical services? too many of them tended to work in fields other

than statistics. Africans should consider the feasibility of introduc

ing statistics as a secondary school subject. Lastly,' a move ;should be

made to improve relationships between professional statisticians and
planners.

Mr, BERTHELGT (ivory Coast) observed that it was. essential

that industrial statistics should be secretj in many cases industrialists

were reluctant to furnish statisticians with full information because

they feared the information might be passed on to the taxation

authorities.

With respect to:trade statistics,, he stressed the difficulty of.

obtaining figures on intra-African trade, particularly-frontier trade;
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the statistics on Ivory Coast's trade with its neighbours, for example*

did not reflect one-tenth of'the actual, trade. In conclusion^ he

observed that standardization of customs nomenclature would- facilitate

inter-State communication of customs statistics,

Mr. BROUGH (Kenya) thanked the Statistics Division for the

speedy,: efficient and extensive help it had provided during-.the past

:;year»- 'He1 hoped that the-Committee would approve^ the admirable Report .

of the Third Conference"-of African Statisticians unanimously.

He deplored the fact that, despite the recommendation by the

Third Conference of African Statisticians, and despite the fact that

funds^ had apparently been earmarked and.plans been made:to. set up an

East African sub-regional-training centre in 1964, it now. appeared .that

"""fro-'funds3were available. He wondered if funds could be obtained from

another source,- even on a temporary basis, to get the centre started.

Hff requested' the secretariat to give consideration to the following:

the difficulties created for African countries by endeavours to introduce

both the International Standard Industrial Classification and the Brussels

Nomenclature, since, although the two were said to serve quite different

purposes," most African countries could only afford one of" them; the

possibility of using statistics for planned or anticipated events*

instead of solely for past events as had been the case hitherto 3 and

■ the possibility of replacing the Statistics Division's mechanical service

by' a ■computor service, for the -use of countries which did not have *aocess

■ to computers'. He understood that the analysis, of trade statistics ■ .

formerly processed- by the mechanical service were now being processed at

Headquarters.

Mr. ESSOME (Cameroun) stressed the necessity for. an improvement

in statistical methods to meet the rapidly increasing needs of African

countries. -He endorsed the* Kenya representative's remarks concerning

the need to:ad6pt a1'single statistical system, also those, .of the Ivory

Coast representative, particularly in regard to the standardization of

customs statistics.
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. . Msre funds were required for training., centres bo that enough centres

could "be set up to meet requirements, without a lowering of standards- *

The.training for young statisticians needed to "be more practical; many

of them returned to their own.countries unable to handle a- statistical

table. .

■:■■■"-. Mr KAM.0UN" (Tunisia) emphasized the need for co-operation

between statisticians and planners, .statisticians tended to be oblivious

of the social context, of the figures they handled. He suggested the

matter be placed on the agenda of the forthcoming meeting of senior

economic planners. . .

■ Me. ASEM (Ghana) mentioned various fields of statistical work

that were valuable for economic development: labour distribution

statistics (indicating progress towards industrialization)^ food produc

tion statistics (for assessing agricultural efficiency)* and statistics

on capital formation in agriculture, food consumption, per capita inogme

(indicating progress in social development) and production efficiency»

Agricultural statistics were of particular importance in Africa because

agriculture.was.Africa's greatest source of income, capital, employment

and even industrialization. He would like to see a standing committee

on agriculture set up, to help to secure the transition from subsistence

to market agriculture which was one of the Commission*s aims-

It was vital for African countries to mobilize all their resources,

especially their agricultural resources, and to ensure that capital and

expenditure were properly distributed. He suggested that the meeting of

senior economic planners should be attended by statisticians and.

agricultural experts. . .

_ ;■ . ; ... Mr. ESSOMB (Cameroun) agreed with the Tunisian1 representative

about the' importance of liaison between planners and statisticians* He

suggested that the African Institute of Development and Planning:should

be asked to include statistics in the Institute's.curriculum for future

planners* :■.;'■■. ■ . ■
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Mr* MAZUMDAR (FAO), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman,

.^ said that, recognizing the importance of agricultural statistics, the..

*. Conference of FAO had recommended, at its Eleventh session, the. es.tab-

\ lishment of an African Commission on Agricultural Statistics, The

Commission had been set up in May 1962 and had held its First session

in Tunis in October 1962. It would be holding its Second session in :

Tananarive in August-September 1964$ the draft programme of the 1970

World Census of Agriculture would be on the agenda. .-...'

The Food and Agriculture Organisation, iad given assistance^©- member

countries in the region through ,the Branded Programme of Technical

Assistance, and had issued several methodological publications on

different aspects of agricultural statistics, It was co-operating with

ECA in the training of statisticians, the organization of study tours,

and the programme of regional advisory services. FAO statisticians

had given courses in agricultural statistics at the statistical training

centres in Addis Ababa and Achimota, and an FAO statistician was associa

ted on a full-time basis with the statistical training centre at Rabat.

FAO hoped to provide a regional training adviser in agricultural statis

tics in 1965=

It was hoped that FAO's agricultural statistics activities in

Africa would lead to a steady improvement in African agricultural statis

tics and thereby contribute to Africa's agricultural development.

Mr. 3ST0AH (Sierra Loone) described his country's endeavours to

organize statistics and to stimulate interest in their use. Machinery

and equipment represented a serious problems kis country could not

afford the amount it needed. He would like to hear other representatives'

observations on the subject of their experience of sharing equipment

among different departments.

He pointed out that the International Standard Industrial Classifica

tion and the B-uesels Nomenclature, to which reference had been made by

previous speakers, were designed for entirely distinct purposes. It
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might perhaps be helpful if the Commission prepared a document on the

subject.

■ Mr. CUETIS (Guinea) reserved the right to make a statement

on the sub-item of the agenda under discussion, at the following

meeting.

The report on the Third Conference of African Statisticians

14/255) was approved by acclamation.

The meeting rose at 10.55 a.m.


